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OVEVVIEW

The National Instructional Television health series, "Inside/Out,"

is designed to assist eight-to-ten year old children and their teachers in

dealing with their feelings about themselves, others, and the world aroun0

them. The programs in the series are but part of a large educational

experience that includes post-viewing activities, both in and out of the

classroom, as well as continual personal growth and development.

Three methods were used to test the effectiveness of "Inside /Out" in

reaching its objectives. The first was a specially designed classroom

observation system (used by trained observers) for measuring relevant

categories of teacher and student discussion following the program viewing.

Two general areas were of interest, the referent of the discussions (Film,

self in relation to the film, self or self in relation to others, and others

or concepts) and the mode of the discussions (cognitive domain, affective

domain, or presentation of alternatives for coping with relevant situations).

The instrument was designed to register changes in the relative emphasis of

these categories over time.

The second method was comprised of teacher and observer questionnaires

dealing with teacher and student reaction to programs and discussions.

The third method used was in depth interviews with small groups of

school children who had viewed programs in the series, but not participated

in classroom discussion.

A total of eight programs (including alternate versiom; of three

programs) were tested in ten geographically dispersed sites in late "ay nd

early June, 1972. One hundred and fifty-five classrooms, primarily of t.L.

3rd and 4th grades, were utilized.



Results from the classroom observation system indicate that discussion

in the affective areas is most prevalent, followed first by the cognitive

domain and then by the presentation of alternatives. For both students and

teachers, the percentage of discussion in the affective and cognitive

domains declines slightly over time (though the affective areas remain

highest throughout) and the percentage devoted to presentation of alternatives

increases.

At the outset of the discussions both teachers and students rely

heavily on the program itself as a referent (60% and srn respectively), hut

the importance of the program as a direct referent declines steadily for 1 (:;'

to 20% and 18% respectively after 15 minutes of the interaction. Discussio;;

dealing with the self and self in relation to others rises for both teachers

and students; more dramatically for the students who reach a 45% level at

20 minutes. Discussions dealing with others and concepts occupy about 35% of

the teacher's time during discussion, rising to a high of 40",. Students

also reach peak of 40%, but begin with a low of 12%.

Reports of observers indicate that students become attentive to the

programs quickly and remain attentive and orderly. They are also attentive

to discussions and take an active role in them.

Teachers report that students like the programs (54% like them, 45^,

like them very much) and understand them (52% understand them pretty w11,

41% clearly understand them). Ninety three per cent (93"J) of the classes are

reported to be comfortable with a discussion of the topics dealt with in

the programs.

Forty eight per cent (48%) of the teachers reported that they fain. it

easy to discuss the feelings and emotions in the programs, and WI found it
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very easy. Ninety two per cent (92%) enjoyed working with the programs

(42' enjoyed it very much) and 95t would like to work with more. Forty five

per cent (45%) of the participating teachers reported that the program they

saw was superior to other educational television productions they had seen,

and only 3% felt that the program was of below average quality.

The attitude of the teachers toward affective education in general was

found to greatly affect the ease and enjoyment with which they used the

"Inside/Out" programs, and their desire to use further programs from the series.

The degree of comfort with which the teachers approached the program discussions

also had a noticeable effect on the rate of student participation in those

discussions.

Some of the teachers were assisted by a teacher's guide. 11s° of the

guide tends, in general, to promote discussions that arc teacher directed,

longer lasting, and lead to more student involvement than classrooms without

a guide.

Three of the programs tested had alternate ending versions in which

either narrators or the actors themselves asked questions or made statements

summarizing tne intent of the program and leading into discussion.

Results of this evaluation indicate that programs with summary statements or

questions make teachers more at ease, lead to more student involvement in

and domination of discussions and promote longer discussions. These results

seem to hold for the complex programs only, however, In the case of the

program whose message was deemed relatively simple ("Living nth Love") the

alternate version ending led to shorter discussions.

With respect to certain programs, the following results arc of special

interest.
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"How Do You Shaw" is a very popular program because of the high degree

of activity and action involved, but the message of the program does not come

through clearly. The message must, in some way, be made more explicit.

"But Names Will Never lkirt" was generally well received, but it is

possible that it will attract less attention among students whose primary

experience with prejudice is related to skin color and economic status

rather than the language-nationality problem in the Canadian setting.

Teachers, relatively speaking, are less comfortable with "In Ny

'Memory" than with the other programs, though a strong majority of the teachers

involved did enjoy working with the program. Special care should he taken

when using "In My Memory" to consider its effect upon children who have

recently lost a parent or sibling.



INTRODI1CTION

The National Instructional Television series "Inside/Out" represents

an attempt to deal with an area of learning (and life) largely neglected in

the explicit curricula of American schools. While cognitive learning goals

and methods are constantly redefined and developed, affective education

remains generally inchoate. Affective education--learning directed at the

feelings and emotions--is the object of "Inside/Out." It is a health series

in the broadest significance of the term. The National Instructional Television

"Inside/Out" consortium adopts the position that no strict distinction should

be drawn between body and mind; indeed, tt.is.implicitly contended that the

health of the child's body is intimately interconnected with the child's

ability to understand and cope with feelings toward the self and toward a

growing network of others.

The programs in the series are not assumed by National Instructional

Television to be autonomous and self sufficient "shows." Rather, each

program is, considered but one part of a larger learning package which includes

most importantly the discussion subsequent to the broadcast. Furthermore,

immediate one-to-one correspondence is not expected between any particular

program and any specific behavioral change. The anticipated learning is

expected to result, from the extended exposure to thirty programs and class-

room discussions, plus the interaction, of this exposure with natural

growth and development.

Method.

In terms of evaluation, the perspective outlined above creates

difficulties if the evaluation is to take place while production is

9



continuing in the expectation that significant feedback can be provided.

Since the five programs (three in dual versions) became available just

prior to the time of the evaluation, no consideration could he given to

the long-term (one year or more) effects of "Inside/Nt." Powever, one

rather critical factor could be subjected to analysis, namely the assumption

that the programs would not only stimulate discussion but stimulate

discussion of a particular sort--centered initially on the program itself

and rapidly moving toward the child's perception of how the program's theme

found expression in his or her own life.

To find out what the actual course of the discussions would be, we

chose to engage in direct observation of classroom process rather than rely

entirely on subjecti re judgements. Observations were made on a specially

ii.-.AiNed instrument keyed to the statement of objectives prepared by the

National Instructional Television consultants. Two observers in each class

room recorded the verbal behaviors of both students and teacher twice each

minute. Four kinds of information were sought through the use of the

instrument. First, the instrument differentiated three types of statements

regarded as critically significant to the success of the discussions:

cognitive, affective and alternative-regarding. For the purposes of this

study,"cognitive" was defined as any statement centered on matters of physical

fact and on statements which related to non-affective concepts. "Affective"

statements contained some reference to feelings or emotions, whether of the

speaker himself or some other. The final category "alternatives" represented

a subset of the other two. Any statement employing the future, conditional

or subjunctive forms of discourse was scored as an "alternatives" statement.

Both affective and cognitive matters could conceivably fall under this rubric.

(See Part II, "Instructions for Observers" for a f;.:rther explanation.)
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The second kind of information captured by the observation instrument

was the referent of the statements made in the discussion by both students

and teacher. Four possibilities were allowed for: the program itself as

referent, the speaker's self in relation to the program, the self of the

speaker in relation to others and, finally, others (with no reference to

self) or abstractions. Special provision was made for cognitive statements

which made specific reference to traditional health education topics.

The third kind of information sought was the relative contribution,

in quantitative terms, of the students versus the teacher. For every time

unit, observers were asked to make a determination of the relative amount

of time occupied by the comments of the teacher, on the one hand, and the

students collectively on the other.

Finally, all of the above factors were linked to time. We wished to

determine the sequencing of the discussions. Over time, did the character

of the discussions change? It became possible to determine the relative

significance of each of the aspects discussed above on a minute by minute

basis.

In addition to the direct observation instrument, three questionnaires

were prepared for use by each of the two observers and the teacher in each

classroom. The observers questionnaire dealt with the composition of the

class, the attentiveness of the students and the style of the teacher's

approach. Observers were also invited to share their subjective impressions

of the class reactions to the program and the discussion.

All participating teachers were asked to complete a questionnaire

aimed at their reactions to the particular program they viewed and discussed

with their class as well as their reactions to the utility of affective



education in general. Half of the teachers completed a second questionnaire

dealing with the teacher's guide. These teachers were those who had received,

prior to the broadcast, a copy of the teacher's guide in its tentative

form. Since the nature of the guide was regarded by National Instructional

Television as somewhat experimental, teachers' impressions of it were

deemed essential information.

The bulk of the evaluation effort was put in observing the natural

clrcsroom use of the programs through a variety of lenses. As a supplement.,

some 200 children were interviewed in small groups by a sympathetic, non-

teacher, adult outside the classroom, on the premise that in-depth pursuit

of questions might reveal certain aspects of the children's perception which

would be undetected by the classroom observation process. Condensed versions

of those interviews appear in Part II of this report.

In conclusion, it should be noted that, although care was taken by

National Instructional Television to provide a representative sample when

Choosing schools for this evaluation effort, the sample cannot be characterized

as random. It is possible, therefore, that the data and interpretations

are especially colored by peculiarities of the sample. Attempts have been

made in this report to highlight special characteristics of the sample

which might effect the results, but it is not possible to gain the same

sense of security in interpreting the results as one derives from a random

sample.

13
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Classroom Interaction Analysis.

The following paragraphs describe the overall course of the 155

classroom discussions which followed the eight discrete programs tested

(five programs, three of which were tested in dual versions). The median

length of discussion came at about the 15 minute mark while the 75th

percentile falls at 20 minutes. The reported percentages represent the

proportion of all observations at a given point in time which fall into

the designated category.

The graphs which are included in this section are smoothed versions

of the graphs which appear in Part II of this report. Since they were

smoothed manually, for the sake of legibility, they are somewhat inexact-

thus the percentages reported in the text will not correspond precisely to

the lines on the graphs. The plots, however, do accurately represent the

relationship and trends through time. The data discussed below is a

summarization of the observations of all observers for all classrooms for

all programs. Detailed graphs of the observations for each program (and

program version) are available in Part II.

Film-Self/Film-Self/Others-Others/Concepts.

At the outset of the discussions, teachers focus heavily on the program

itself. This emphasis declines rapidly from 60% to 2O\ at the 15 minute

mark. Students, too, refer heavily to the program at first, their emphasis

declining from 50% to 18% after 15 minutes. Throughout the discussion,

teachers make statements directly relating themselves to the program at a

low and declining rate; 10% of their statements at the beginning, St at 15

minutes and 3% at 20 minutes might be categorized as relating the teacher

14
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to the ti.)jects, events and processes in the film. Student comments in the

same category are similarly at a low level throughout but decline more

slowly over time; after an initial high of 19%, student self/film comments

drop to 10% at 21/2 minutes and then to Wo at 15 and V, at 2n minutes.

For both parties the classroom process, the proportion of statements

involving the self or the self in relation to other people increases as the

discussion progresses. For students the increase is dramatically rapid; in

the first seven minutes, the proportion increases from 10% to 30',. Self/

others statements from students continue to increase in relative frequency

to a high of 45% at 20 minutes after which there is a slight decline. Teachers

increase their proportion of self/others statements from lin to 20% at 20

minutes. Although teachers become more prone to make self-related statements

the longer the discussion lasts, their propensity to do so lags far behind

their students.

The fi,.11 possibility provided by the observational instrument were

statements --rring to either abstractions or other people, things and

feelings without any immedicate link to either the program or the speaker's

self. For teachers, this was an important class of statements from the

third minute on. About one-third of all teacher comments through the

fifteenth minute fell in this category. After 15 minutes, the percentage

rose to about 40% and remained steady through 30 minutes. It can he surmised

with a fair degree of confidence that the bulk of the teachers' statements

categorized as "others/concepts" are in the form of questions directed at

the class.

Students sharply increase the relative frequency of their statements

in the other/concepts category over time, from 12% at the outset to 30% at

9 minutes and to 40% at 20 minutes.

For both sutdents and teachers, it is quite clear that the films

1 15
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serve as springboards for a discussion which is not tethered to the program

itself. Talk about non-program matters dominates the teachers' comments

after 9 minutes of discussion. Students make a similar shift two minutes

earlier. By the twenty minute point, the relative importance of these

categories of statements have stabilized for both students and teachers.

16
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Cognitive-Affective-Alternatives.

Turning to a second aspect of the classroom interaction analysis, the

kind (or level) of discourse, we discover patterns which are stable throughout

the course of the discussions for both students and teachers. Statements

of affect are more prevalent than cognitive statements which, in turn, are

more prevalent than statements which pose alternatives. This ordinal

relationship holds up in the aggregate through approximately 25 minutes,

at which point virtually all discussions have terminated.

At the beginning of the discussions, 45% of the teachers comments are

classified as essentially affective in nature, and 40% are cognitive. These

percentages decline at the same rate to the 10 minute mark where they are

at the level of 35% for affective, and 30% for cognitive. Those declines

arc matched by a gradually increasing emphasis upon alternatives statements

which rise from 10% to 1St at 10 minutes. From the 10 minute point to the

20 minute point, teachers devote a constant 35% of their comments to affect

while cognitive statements continue to decline (to 25% at 20 minutes) and

alternative statements continue to rise (t: 20% at 20 minutes).

For students, too, affective statements predominate over cognitive

and alternative statements throughout the discussions. From a high of SO!.

at the very beginning, affective statements decline in relative importance

to 40% after 5 minutes and remain approximately at that level for the

remainder of the discussions. Cognitive statements comprise 37! of the

student responses till the 10 minute point after which they decline to

30!, at 20 minutes. This decline matched by a rise in significance of

alternative statements. From a low of 10% at the beginning, alternative

statements gradually increase to a proportion of slightly more than 15% at

18
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20 minutes.

In summary, the discussions between students and teachers following

the eight tested "Inside/Out" programs arc dominated by talk of an affective

nature, Cognitive considerations become less and less important as the

discussion wears on while discussion of alternative behaviors becomes more

and more important. However, alternative statements are at every point in

time less prevalent than cognitive statements which arc less prevalent than

affective statements.

19
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RESULTS FRQl 1111 OBSERVER QUESTIONNAIRE

In addition to rating the classroom discussions which followed

viewing of the "Inside/Out" programs, observers were asked to record certain

aspects of class and teacher behavior which might contribute useful infor-

mation on the effectiveness of the series. The questions of the "Observer's

Assessment of 'Inside/Out' Discussion" are repraluced below along with

results of value and interest. Complete computer tabulated results to these

questions are included in Part II of this report.

Observers were asked to note whether programs were viewed in black-

and-white or in color. Of the 155 classrooms which participated in this

evaluation effort, however, only seven viewed the programs in color. With

such a small group of color viewers it was not useful to run any comparisons

of black-and-white versus color viewers.

Questions In Order

1. What was the class doing prior to the program?

This question was included because it was felt that type of prior

activity might have an effect upon class reaction to the programs. This

turned out not to be the case. Those interested in the answers to this

question may find them in Part II of this report.

2. Pow long did it take for the class as a whole to become attentive

to the action of the screen?

Fifty-six per cent (56%) of the classrooms became attentive before

the first minute of the program had elapsed. Another 28% became attentive

by the close of the first minute, an additional 9% by the close of the

second minute, another 4% by the close of the third minute, and very nearly

21
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all of the classes were attentive by the tine that five minutes had elapsed.

3. To what extent did the title sequence attract their attention?

Forty-two per cent (42%) of the observers said that title sequence

strongly attracted the attention of their classes, 40% said it mildly

attracted attention, only 3t said it did not attract attention, and 1St,

could not tell.

4. About what percentage of the classroom was continually attentive

to the program?

Seventy-two per cent (72%) of the observers reported that 90% or

more of the students in the class they observed were continually attentive

to the program. Twelve per cent (12%) of the observers reported that 80",

of the students were continually attentive. Six per cent (6%) of the

observers reported 700 of the students were attentive, S% reported 60% were

attentive, and St reported that SO% or fewer of the students were continually

attentive.

Students were most attentive to lbw W You Show" (91t of observers

reported 90% or better continual attentiveness), and to "Must I, May I" (FW

of observers reported 90% or better attentiveness). Students were least

attentive to "In My Memory" (67% of observers reported 90% or better

attentiveness) and "Names Will Never Ibrt" (61% of observers reported 90t

or better attentiveness).

S. flow many times did the teacher have to re-establish order with

one or more children during the program?

Seventy-five per cent (75%) of the teachers did not have to restore

order at any time. Fourteen per cent (14%) had to restore order once, R%

twice, and 2% three times.

"Living With Love" encountered the most discipline problems, but this

is a relative measure. Taken by itself, it does not appear that the

teachers had a great deal of difficulty managing their classes. (See

22
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"Observer and Teacher Comments from Questionnaires" section of this report,

however, for notes on little boys' objections to displays of affection.)

6. After the program ended, did the teacher -Intnediately begin
discussing it?

This question t'irned out to be of little value. For results, see

Part II of this report.

7. About what percentage of the class was continually attentive to
the discussion?

Observers reported that in 33% of the classes, 90 or more of the

students were continually attentive to the discussion. In another 17% of

the classes, 80% of the students were continually attentive. In 14% of

the classes, 70% of the students were reported to be continually attentive.

Sixty per cent (60%) of the students were attentive in 9% of the classes.

In the remaining 27t of the classes, SO% or fewer of the students were

continually attentive to the discussion.

'lust I, May I" and "How Do You Show" were the programs which generated

the greatest attentiveness to discussion. In each case 63% of the observers

reported 80% or better continual attentiveness to discussion. For the other

programs,from 41% to 470 of the observers reported 80% or better attentiveness.

8. About what percentage of the class actually took part in the
discussion at least once?

"Must I, May I" rates high on this question also. Forty-nine per

cent (49%) of observers said that at least 70% of the class took part in

the discussion at least once. Only 37% of "How Do You Show" observers

reported 70% or better participation, however. The other programs ranged

from 37% up to 40% of observers reporting 70% or better participation.

Taking all the programs as a group, 41% of all observers reported 70%

or better class participation. Sixty-nine per cent (69%) of all observers

reported SO% or better participation.



9. Rate the teacher on the following aspects during the discussion:
Tense vs. Relaxed. (Six point scale)

Six per cent (6%) of observers reported that teachers were "tense"

(left extreme of scale), while 42t reported that they were "relaxed" (right

extreme of scale). Seventy-five per cent (M) of the teachers were rated

in the relaxed side of this six point scale.

For some unknown reason '71ust I, !ay I" teachers were reported as

the most tense. Thirty-seven per cent (37%) of them were rated toward the

tense end of the scale, as opposed to only 24t of all teachers from all

programs.

10. Rate the teacher on the following aspects during the discussion:
Critical of students vs. Supportive to students. (Six point scale)

Only 13% of all teachers were rated on the "critical" side of this

scale. There were no noticeable differences among various programs.

11. Rate the teacher on the following aspects during the discussion:
Avoided subject of films vs. Engaged subject of films. (Six point
scale)

Only 16% of all teachers were rated on the avoidance side or this

scale.

Teachers were least prone to avoid the subject during "Pow Do You

Show" discussions. Eighty-one per cent (81%) of "Pow Do You Show" teachers

are rated at the "engaged" extreme of this six point scale. For the other

programs, this figure runs from 37 ("Living With Love") to 53t ("Must

Hay I") .

12. Rate the teacher on the following aspects during the discussion:
Students dominated discussion vs. Teacher dominated discussion.
(Six point scale)

In general, discussions tended to he teacher dominated. Sixty-five

per cent (65%) of classrooms were rated in the "teacher dominated" half
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of this six point scale, while 35! were rated in the "student dominated"

half.

The most interesting result is that the long versions of all programs

with two versions tend to generate =core student dominate(' discussions. Thi

result may be seen if we divide 1:- six point scale into two unequal parts,

the first four for the "student" side, the last two for the "teacher" side.

If we then compare versions for each program, we find that the discussions

generated by the short version of "In. 1y ,.lemory" are rated as 639., student

dominated, while the long version discussions are 71% student dominated.

For "Living With Love" the comparable figures arc SO% and 73%, and for

"Must I, May I", they are 62% and 74%. The fact that all of these differences

are in the same direction indicates a definite tendency for the long versions

(those with questions at the close) to lead to greater student participation

in discussions.
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RESULTS FROM THE TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

Teachers were also asked to complete a questionnaire concerning

the program itself, the discussion which followed, and certain background

characteristics of the students involved. These questions are reproduced,

below, once again with results of value and interest. Complete computer

tabulated results to these questions are included in Part II of this

report.

Questions In Order

1. How would you rate the intellectual ability of your students
as a group?'

Teachers rated 13% of all classes as above average intellectual

ability, 821 as average, and 51 as below average. Classes viewing

"In My Memory" had the highest percentage rated as above average (32%).

2. How would you rate the socio-economic level of your students
taken as a group?

Teachers rated 10% of all classes as high socio-economic level,

78% as middle socio-economic level, and 131 as low socio-economic level.

Classes viewing version two of "In Ay Memory" had the highest percentage

rated as high socio-economic level (56%). Classes viewing version one

of "In My Memory" had the greatest percentage rated as low socio-

economic level (38%).

Results from the above two questions were crosstabulated against

understanding and appreciation of the programs. Results may be found

in another section of this report.
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3. Did your students like the program?

Forty-five per cent (45%) of the students liked the program "very

much," 54% "liked" them, and 2% "disliked" them. Only 8% of students

viewing "In My Memory" liked it "very much," but none "disliked" it.

4. Did your students understand the meaning of the program?

Forty-one per cent (41%) of the students "clearly understood" the

program they viewed, 52%linderstood it pretty well," 7% "had a vague

understanding," and only one classroom "did not understand it." Teachers

reported that 13% of the classes which viewed "Living With Love" had only

a "vague understanding" of the program.

5. Please comment on elements which they understood well or did
not understand.

See "Observer and Teacher Comments from Questionnaires" section

of this report for these extracted comments.

6. Were the students comfortable with a discussion of feelings
and emotions?

Thirty-five per cent (35%) of the classes were "very comfortable,"

58% were "comfortable," and 8% were "uneasy."

"In My Memory" caused the greatest discomfort. Twenty per cent

(20%) of teachers working with this program reported that their students

were "uneasy." This was true of 17% in the case of "Living With Love,"

version two.

7. Were the students more involved in this discussion about the
program than they usually are in other classroom discussions?

Teachers reported 5% of all classes as "much more involved," 26%

as "more involved," 55% as "about the same," and 13% as "less involved."
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"How Do You Show" and "In My Memory," version two, came out best

on this question. 'How Do You Show" teachers reported 48% of their

classes as "more involved." "In MV Memory," version two, teachers re-

ported 22% of their classes as "much more involved," and 334 as "more

involved." "Living With Love," version two, suffered most from this

question. Twenty -three per cent (23%) of these teachers reported their

classes as "less involved," and 9% reported "much less" involvement.

8. How often do you discuss the topics of feelings and emotions
with your class?

Forty per cent (40%) of all teachers discuss feelings and emotions

"often," 52% discuss them "on occasion," 8% discuss them "rarely," and

one teacher 'never" discusses these topics.

This question was included to provide background information on the

classes involved with the "Inside/Out" evaluation. Crosstabulations of

this question with other questions are reported in another part of this

report.

9. Did you find it easy or difficult to discuss the feelings and
emotions involved in this program?

Thirty-six per cent (36%) of all teachers found it "very easy" to

discuss the affective content of the program they viewed. Forty-eight

per cent (48%) found it "easy," and 17% found it "somewhat difficult."

"In NV Memory" gave teachers the most trouble. Thirty-six per cent

(36%) of these teachers reported it "somewhat difficult" to discuss the

emotions involved with death.

10. Did the program itself make it easier for you to discuss
these feelings and emotions?

Thirty-two per cent (32%) of all teachers reported that the program

they watched made it "much easier" to lead a discussion. Sixty-three per
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cent (63%) said the program made it "somewhat easier," 4% said the program

made it "more difficult," and 1% reported the program made it "much more

difficult."

An int-resting result is that in all cases where there are two

versions, the first, or short, version fares better on this question.

For "In My Memory," version one, 31% of the teachers involved report that

the program made it "much easier" to discuss the feelings and emotions

involved. In the case of version two, the long version, only 11% of

the teachers report that the program made the discussion "much easier."

For "Living With Love" the comparable figures are 60% and 26% and for

"Must I, May I" they are 58% and 7%.

11. Did you enjoy working with this program?

Forty-two per cent (42%) of all teachers "enjoyed very much" working

with their program. Another 50% "enjoyed it," while 8% "did not enjoy it."

Relatively speaking, "In My Memory" provides the least enjoyment to the

teachers. Only 20% of these teachers report that they "enjoyed it very

much," while 16% "did not enjoy it."

12. Would you like to work with more programs dealing with the
topics of feelings and emotions?

Ninety-five per cent (95%) of the teachers answered that they would

like to work with more programs dealing with feelings and emotions.

13. Was this discussion teacher-directed or student-directed?

Twenty-five per cent (25%) of all teachers reported that their

discussions were "nearly all teacher directed." Another 57% said that

the discussion was "more teacher directed than student directed." Six-

teen per cent (16%) of all teachers reported that their discussion was
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"more student directed than teacher directed," and only 3% reported

that the discussion was "nearly all student directed."

This question was crosstabulated against question 12 in the ob-

server questionnaire, "Rate the teacher on the following aspects during

the discussion: students dominated discussion vs. teacher dominated

discussion (six point scale). There was a noticeable degree of agree-

ment between observer and teacher answers to these questions, and a

chi square analysis (X2) indicated that this degree of agreement could

have occurred fewer than five times in a hundred by chance.

It was reported above that analysis of observer ratings on ob-

server question 12 indicated that version two of all programs which had

two versions led to student dominated discussion. This was not the

case with teacher ratings, °Never. Teacher reports indicate that

program version makes little difference as to whether students or

teachers dominate the discussions.

Teacher reports of this question do indicate, however, that "In

My Memory" leads to more student domination of discussion. Twenty -four

per cent (24 %) of "In My Memory" teachers reported that their discussion

were "more student directed than teacher directed," while this was true

of only 16% of the teachers taken as a whole.

14. Is learning about and discussing the feelings and emotions
useful to students?

This question was used to gather background information on

teachers, and answers were crosstabulated against answers to other

questions on the observer and teacher questionnaires. Results of this

procedure are reviewed in another part of this report.



Overall, 59% of the teachers feel that discussing feelings and

emotions is "very helpful," 40% feel that it is "helpful," and only one

teacher feels that it is "not helpful."

15. During the school year, have your students been introduced
to the topics of feelings and emotions?

This was another question used to gain background information on

the classes involved in this evaluation. Results were not particularly

useful.

Among all teachers, 46% reported their classes were introduced to

feelings and emotions "often," 48% "occasionally," 6% "rarely," and

one teacher reported "never."

16. Was the vocabulary in this program suitable for the students
in your class?

Two teachers reported that the vocabulary in the programs was

"too advanced." All others reported that it was "suitable."

17. Judged against other educational television productions you
have seen, was this program superior, average, or below average?

Forty-five per cent (45%) of the teachers reported that their

program was "superior," 52% said that it was "average," and 3% said

"below average."

"Must I, May I" received the highest rating. Fifty-five per cent

(55 %) of the teachers ranked it as "superior." "Living With Love" re-

ceived 50% "superior" rankings, "How Do You Show" received 46% "superior,"

"In My Memory" received 38% "superior," and "But Names Will Never Hurt"

received 33% "superior" rankings.

18. Was the music in this program appropriate or inappropriate?

Twenty-four per cent (24%) of the teachers felt the music was
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"very appropriate," 72% felt it was "appropriate," and 4% felt it was

"inapproriate."

The music was most popular in "Living With Love." Forty-three

per cent (43%) of the teachers involved felt the music was "very

appropriate." The music in "How Do You Show" was also well received,

with 34% of the teachers rating it as "very appropriate." "Mast I,

May I" recorded 14% "very appropriate," "But Names Will Never Hurt"

recorded 13%, and "In. My Memory" recorded 5% "very appropriate."

19. In your professional judgment, was this program with dis-

cussion a successful lesson?

The program with discussion was rated 26% of all teachers as

"very successful," by 66% of all teachers as "successful," by 7% of all

teachers as "unsuccessul," and by one teacher as "very unsuccessful."

20. Were there any portions of this program that were inappropriate
or educationally ineffective?

See "Observer and Teacher Comments from Questionnaires" section of

this report fox these extracted comments.

21. Were there any portions of this program that appeared to be
particularly effective or meaningful?

See "Observer and Teacher Comments from Questionnaires" section of

this report for these extracted comments.

22. How often are your students exposed to educational films and
instructional TV?

Answers to this question did not prove to be of much value to our

analysis.

23. Do you have any suggestions for improving this program and
ones like it?

See "Observer and Teacher Comments from Questionnaires" section of

this report for these extracted comments.
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RELATION OF TEAQIER RATING OF CLASS ABILITY AND
SOCIO - ECONOMIC LEVEL TO STUDENT UNDERSTANDING

MD APPRECIATION OF THE PROGRAMS

Ideally, the "Inside/Out" series should have equal impact on

students of all levels of intellectual ability and socio- economic back-

ground. Practically this cannot be the case. In order to get some

idea of the differential impact of the series on students of varying

backgrounds, teachers were asked to rate their students, as a group,

on intellectual ability and socio-economic level. Results of these

ratings were then run against results on the questions, "Did your

students like the program?" and, "Did your students understand the

meaning of the program?"

Results indicate that students of lower intellectual ability like

the programs more, but tend to understand them less. These relation-

ships are not strong, however, and X2 analysis indicates a 25% probability

that they occurred by chance. Nevertheless, the results are consistent.

Thirty-two per cent of the "above average" classes liked the programs

"very much," while 46% of the "average" classes and 57% of the "below

average" classes fell in this category. When we move down from "liked

it very much" to "liked it," we find 68% of the "above average" classes,

52% of the "average" classes, and 43% of the "below average" classes.

It is evident from these figures that even though there are slight

and consistent differences among classes of varying intellectual ability,

there is a high level of appreciation for the programs among all classes.
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The results of the crosstabulation between class intellectual

ability and understanding of the series are less consistent. Sixty-

eight per cent (68%) of the "above average" classes "clearly understood"

the program and 37% of the "average" classes "clearly understood" it.

But 43% of the "below average" classes also were rated "clearly under-

stood." (There were only seven "below average" classes which increases

the impact of individual cases which may not fit broad patterns.) Moving

to "somewhat understood," we find 32% of the "above average" classes,

55% of the "average" classes, and 57% of the "below average" classes

Eight per cent (8%) of the "average" classes "vaguely understood" the

program.

Socio-economic level seems to be strongly related to understanding

the programs and somewhat related to appreciation of the programs. Stu-

dents of higher socio-economic level understand the programs more (X2

indicated this result could occur by chance only one time in a thousand),

and like them less (X2 indicates this result could occur one time in ten

by chance).

Seventy-nine per cent (79%) of the "high" socio- economic level

classes clearly understood the programs, while this was true of only 39%

of the "middle" and 28% of the "low" classes. Rated as "somewhat under-

stood" were 14% of the "high" classes, 55% of the "middle," and 61% of

the "low."

Thirty-six per cent (36%) of the "high" socio-economic level classes

like the program "very much," while this was true of 48% o1 the "middle"

classes and 39% of the "low" classes. Fifty-seven per cent (57%) of the

"high" classes "liked it," while 52% of the "middle'' classes and 56% of

the "low" classes were in this category.
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TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARD AFFECTIVE LEARNING ANT
TEACHER REACTIONS TO "INSIDE/OUT" PROGRAMS

The effectiveness of the "Inside/Cut" series depends both upon

the quality of the programs themselves and upon the manner in which they

are used by the teachers. The manner in which the teachers treat the

programs will depend in great measure upon the teacher's basic attitudes

toward affective learning as a part of the curriculum.

In order to gain some idea of how the teachers felt about affective

learning, they were asked, "Is learning about and discussing feelings

and emotions helpful to students?" Answers to this question were then

crosstabulated with several other questions relating to the program

with which the teacher dealt.

One of these other questions was, "Did you find it easy or diffi-

cult to discuss the feelings and emotions involved in this program?"

Among those who felt that learning about feelings and emotions was "very

helpful," 43% found it "very easy" to work with the program, and 41.7%

found it "easy." Among those who felt that learning about feelings and

emotions was "helpful," only 24% found it "very easy" to work with the

program and 59% found it "easy." The X2 computed on this crosstabulation

indicated that these results could have occurred by chance only five

times in a hundred.

A second question was, "Did you enjoy working with this film?"

Among those who felt learning about feelings and emotions was "very

helpful," 56% enjoyed working with the program "very much." Among those

who felt learning About feelings and emotions was just "helpful," only
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251 enjoyed working with the program "very much." Only 3.51 of those

who felt learning about feelings was "very helpful" did not enjoy

working with the program, while 141 of those who felt learning about

feelings was "helpful" did not enjoy working with the program. The X2

computed on the crosstabulation from which these figures are drawn

indicated that these results could have occurred by chance only one time

in a thousand.

A third question was, "Would you like to work with more programs

dealing with the topics of feelings and emotions? Only seven teachers

said that they would not like to work with more, and all of them had

answered that learning about feelings is "helpful" rather than "very

helpful." The X2 computed on this crosstabulation indicated that the

probability of chance occurrence of this result was only five in a

thousand.

A fourth question was, "Were the students comfortable with a

discussion of feelings and emotions?" Forty-two per cent (42%) of those

who had said that learning about feelings was "very helpful" said that

their students were "very comfortable," while this figure was only 24%

for those who said such learning was "helpful." Forty-nine per cent

(49%) of those who had said that learning about feelings was "very helpful"

reported that their students were "comfortable," while 69% of those who

had said learning about feelings was "helpful" reported their students

as "comfortable." X2 analysis indicated that there was less than a

25% chance that these results could occur by chance.
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VAR114 "Is learning about and discussing feelings and emotions helpful
to students?"

VAR106 "Were the students comfortable with a discussion of feelings and
emotions?"
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Finally, the teachers were asked, "How often do you discuss the

topics of feelings and emotions with your class?" Fifty-one per cent

(51%) of those who had said that learning about feelings is "very helpful"

reported that they discussed feelings with their class "often," while

this figure was only 25% for those who had said that learning about

feelings was just "helpful." Forty-three per cent (43%) of the teachers

who had said that learning about feelings is "very helpful" reported that

they discussed feelings with their students "on occasion," while this

figure was 65% for those who had said that such learning was "helpful."

The X2 for this crosstabulation could have occurred by chance only once

in a thousand times.

As a measure of the effect of previous classroom experience upon

student reactions to "Inside/Out," answers to "How often do you discuss

the topics of feelings and emotions with your class? was crosstabulated

with answers to "Were the students comfortable with a discussion of

feelings and emotions?" Forty-six per cent (46%) of the teachers who

discussed feelings with their students "often" reported that their

students were "very comfortable" with the "Inside/Out" discussion, while

only 28% of the teachers who discussed feelings with their students

"on occasion" reported this result. Only 2% of the teachers who "often"

discussed feelings with their classes said that their students were

"uneasy" with the "Inside/Out" discussion, while this was the case with

11% of the teachers who only discuss feelings with their classes "on

occasion," and 20% of the teachers who "rarely" discuss feelings. X2

analysis indicated that these results could have occurred less than one

time in ten by chance.
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If we assume that answers to, "Is learning about and discussing

feelings and emotions h(lpful to students?" indicate teacher attitudes

which existed prior to viewing an "Inside/Out" program, then it is clear

that prior opinions of teachers have a marked impact on their attitudes

toward the series. The fact that there is a high degree of association

between this question and "How often do you discuss the topics of feelings

and emotions with your class?" indicates that we probably are dealing

with a pre-existing attitude.

But even if teacher attitudes toward affective education are, in

part, formed through exposure to the "Inside/Out" series, the fact

remains that these attitudes will have a great effect upon series

utilization, and quality of utilization.
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VAR114 "Is learning about and discussing feelings and emotions helpful
to students?"

VAR108 "How often do you discuss the topics of feelings and emotions
with your class?"

vAK081

CLUNT
COL PCT

VAR114
I

IVERY
IPELPOL
I 1.001
I 1

I- CLPFUL

2.001
1

NCT
HELPFUL

3.001
1

RCW
TOTAL

1.:)0 1 43 I 14 1 0 I 57

OFTEN 1 50.0 I 24.6 I C.0 I 39.9
-I I I I

2.00 I 37 1 37 1 C I 74

CN OCCASION I 43.5 1 64.9 1 0.0 I 51.7
1 I I I

3.(0 I 5 1 5 1 1 I 11

RARELY I 5.4 I 8.8 1 100.0 I 7.7

1 I I i
4.00 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 1

NEVER I 0.0 1 1.8 I 0.0 I 0.7
-I I I 1

COLUMN 35 57 1 143
TCTAL 59.4 39.9 C.7 100.0

CHI SUuAki- = 22.76969 ITH 6 DEGREES CI= FREEOCM
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VAR108 "How often do you discuss the topics of feelings and emotions with
your class?"

VAR106 "Were the students comfortable with a discussion of feelings and emotions

VAR1'.:G

EM NT
CUL PEI

VAR108
I

10F1 EN (U kARFLY
I CCEASION
I 1.001 2.001 3.001
I I I 1
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I
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1
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1

N.:, 1

1

;.).0 1

1
(.1

C61.1WN 57 15 10 1 143

TUTAL &q.9 52.4 7.0 0.7 100.0

CHI SQUARE = 11.27545 WITH 6 DEGREES CF FRFEOL:i,
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TIE EFFLCT OF TEACHER PIRFORMANCI: IN DISCUSSION
UPON SIUDENT PARTICIPATION IN DISCUSSION

Classroom observers were requested to rate participating teachers

on several six point continua describing the teacher's classroom behavior.

Among these continua were: Tense vs. relaxed, critical of students vs.

supportive to students, and student-dominated discussion vs. teacher

dominated discussion. The results on these continua scores were then

crosstabulated against observer ratings of the percentage of students in

each class which actually took part in the discussion at least once. The

results on each of these crosstabulations strongly indicate that the

behavior of the teacher has a great effect on the percentage of children

who will take part in an "Inside/Out" discussion.

The X2 statistic was computed for each crosstahulation. In each case,

an association was found which could have occurred by chance only once in

a thousand times. In other words, there can he little doubt that the

associations found in these crosstabulations resulted from interaction

between the factors investigated, and not by chance.

The results indicate that relaxed and supportive teachers promoted

greater participation in the discussion, and teachers who tended to allow

the students to dominate the discussion promoted greater participation.

For example, from among those classes in which the teacher was ra~ed

as very tense, 69t had a student participation rate of 3O or less, 1c

only 19% had a student participation rate of 7n% or more. Pat among those

classes in which the teacher was rated as very relaxed, mi., llt had

student participation rate of 30% or less, while Slt had a student parti-

cipation rate of 70% or more.
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Among those classrooms in which the teacher was rated as very

critical, 64% had a participation rate of 30% or less, while 36% had a

participation rate of 70% or more. Among those classrooms in which the

teacher was rated as very supportive, only 12% has a student participation

rate of 30% or less, while 50% had a rate of 70% or more.

hben observers indicated by their rating that students dominated the

discussion, only 8% of the classes had a participation rate of 30% or less,

while 75% had a participation rate of 70% or more. But when observers

rated the teachers as dominant in the discussion, 49% of such classrooms ILt .

a participation rate of 30% or less, while only 20% had a student parti-

cipation rate of 70% or more.
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VAR009 "Rate the teacher on the following aspects during the discussion."
(Tense -- Relaxed)

VAR008 "About what percentage of the class actually took part in the discussion
at Least once.

VAROC9
CCL.I :T I
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4 VAR009 "Rate the teacher on the following aspects during the discussion."
' (Critical of students-Suppoitive to students)

VAR008 "About what percentage of the class actually took part in thef
discussion at least once?"
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VAR012 "Rate the teacher on the following aspects during the discussion."
(Students dominated discussion--Teacher dominated discussion)

VAR008 "About what percentage of the class actually took part in the
discussion at least once?"

CUUNT
COI PCT

riXVAF:1C11
1.00
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2.00

n
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TLACI S GUIDE

Although the evaluation was not designed primarily to measure the

impact of the teacher's guide on teacher and student attitudes and

behavior, certain questions evoked rather divergent responses from guide

users as opposed to non-guide users. Approximately half of the teachers

were provided with the preliminary edition of the teacher's guide; the

actual number who both had the guide and responded to the questionnaire

was 70. Seventy-seven teachers without a guide available to them also

responded.

Teachers with guides were slightly more prone to describe their

pupils as "very comfortable" in the discussion of feelings and emotions.

They were also slightly more likely to describe them as "uneasy." The

non-guide teachers rated their students as "comfortable" more often than

guide teachers. This somewhat confusing result (which incidentally is

statistically significant at the .10 level, X2 test) may be attributable

to the greater deliberateness induced by the guide. When the guide is

used, teachers may be more prone to "follow the script," a tactic which

may in some cases be very successful or may be very unsuccessful, but in

any case is less likely to produce the essentially neutral response at

"comfortable."

Indeed, guide teachers reported that their students were more involved

than usual in the post-program discussions. Twenty per cent (20%) of the

non-guide teachers reported either "much more involvement" or "more

involvement"; the guide teachers reported 42% in the same two categories.

(Significance level of .10, X2 test.) According to the records of
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discussion duration submitted by the classroom observers, 37% of the guide

classrooms held discussions exceeding 20 minutes in length while only 21',

of the non-guide classrooms held comparably king discussions.

By the accounts both of the teachers themselves and the observers,

10% more of the guide-equipped classrooms were dominated by the teacher

in the discussions rather than the students.

The message is quite clear. Provision of a teacher's guide arms the

teacher to conduct longer, more directed discussions.
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GEOGP,APIIIC LOCATION AN!) IMPACT OF "MT NAMES WILL Nnir.R If

The Canadian setting of the program on prejudice, "Nit Names 1'111

Never fiat" is unfamiliar to most American school.schildren, as is the

conflict between Anglo-Canadians and French-Canadians. For this reason

it is important to speculate upon the impact of this program in areas

where children arc more familiar with prejudice involving other racial

and ethnic groups.

Since the program was tested both in Toronto and in San Jose, it

offered an opportunity for measurement of impact in "familiar" and

"unfamiliar" territory. We might expect that students in Toronto would be

more familiar with the problems depicted in the program than students in

San Jose who would more likely be exposed to racial tension involving

blacks, Chicanos, and whites. Thus Toronto students might be able to

better understand the program than San Jose students.

We examined the teacher and observer questionnaires from these two

test sites, crosstabulating test site with every question on each

questionnaire. A chi square (X2) was run on each resultant table. The

probability of chance occurance of these chi squares will be reported in

the following text.

The results are somewhat confusing, there being apparent disagreement

between teacher and observer assessments of what occurred. With respect

to background factors, there were no significant differences in teachers'

assessments of class intellectual capabilities or social-economic level in

the two cities. Teacher ratings in the two cities further indicated no

significant differences in degree of student understanding of the program,
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liking for the program, or being comfortable with a discussion of the

feelings and emotions in the program. Neither were there any significant

differences when the teachers in the two cities rated themselves on

whether they found it easy or difficult to discuss the feelings and

emotions in the program, and whether or not the program made it easier

to discuss these feelings.

Observer assessments in the two cities indicated, however, that

classes in San Jose took more time to become attentive to the program

(p=.001) , were less continually attentive to the program (p < .25) , and

that teachers in San Jose had to re-establish order more often (p< .25).

During the discussions following the program, classes in San Jose were

less attentive (p< .005), percentage of class participation was less

(p < .25), teachers were more tense (p< .05), and teachers tended to be

more dominant (p < .25).

Surprisingly, teachers in Toronto were more likely than teachers in

San Jose to say that their students were "less involved" in the "Inside/

Out" discussion than in other classroom discussions.

It is difficult to say with assurance why classes in San Jose were

less attentive to the program and discussion than those in Toronto. On

other counts, San Jose students should have done just as well or better

than Toronto students. San Jose students discuss emotions and feelings

more often than do Toronto students (p<.10) and are exposed more often to

T V than Toronto students (p=.05). Perhaps there is a difference in the

way the two school systems administer discipline, or perhaps the relative

tenseness of the teachers in San Jose was a cause rather than an effect

of student inattention.
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Itit we do have strong suspicions that the reason for the difference

between the two cities is the inability of San Jose students to understand

and relate to the Canadian ethnic and geographic setting.

leathers in San Jose were prone to make critical comments on the

geographic and ethnic setting of "But Names will Never Hurt" and to suggest

that the use of different racial and socio-economic situations would help

their students' understanding and appreciation of the program. (See

"Observer and Teacher Comments from Questionnaire" section of this report.)

Toronto teachers made several comments that their students could not

understand the Ottawa -hull situation, and one commented that the students

did not understand language as a source of prejudice. But this type of

comment was less prevalent among Toronto teachers than among San Jose

teachers, and Toronto teachers did not suggest the use of Chicanos and

blacks to illustrate prejudice.

In summary then, teacher answers to most questions showed no

significant differences in student appreciation and understanding of the

program in the two cities, but San Jose teachers were prone to suggest that

the ethnic and geographic setting was not appropriate for San Jose students.

Observer answers indicated that San Jose students were less attentive to

program and discussion than were Toronto students. There is good reason

to suspect that the relative inattentiveness of San Jose students was due

to their inability to identify with the Canadian situation.
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DIFFERENC.P.S 1 .E1119',P,N PROGRAM VERSIONS

Three of the five programs included in this evaluation were produced

in two slightly different versions: "Must I, ?fay I," "Living With Love,"

and "In 1'), Memory." In the alternate versions (also referred to as version

2 or the augmented version) the sound-track plus freeze-frames focussed

the central concern of the.program in the closing minute of the program.

The question posed by NIT is whether version 2 would be more effective in

stimulating the teacher and the class into a meaningful discussion. The

following analysis of data categorized by program version may shed some

light on the question. (See Part II, "Program Version Differences," for

supporting statistics.)

Generally the responses to the observers' and teachers' questionnaires

reflected little difference between versions. The variations discussed

below are for the most part not statistically significant, i.e., there is

a high probability that the same result could have occurred by cance.

In `ly Memory.

According to the data submitted by the classroom observers, the

augmented version of "Memory" elicited somewhat less participation in

discussion from viewing children than the shorter version. Ten per cent

more of the short version classrooms had participation rates higher than 6D°;.

Ilcmever, the teachers were reported as more relaxed in discussing

version 2 than version 1; on a six-point scale ranging from "Tense" (n)

to "Relaxed" (6), 83% of the version 2 teachers fell into categories S and

6 compared to ont of the version 1 teachers. At the same time, the version

2 teachers were more likely to avoid the central theme of the program-- in
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this case the reality of a family death in the life of a 3rd or 4th grade

child. Dichotomizing at the midpoint of a six-point avoidance-engagement

scale, 30% of the version 2 teachers fell on the "avoided subject" end

compared to 13% for the version 1 teachers.

Version 1 teachers, speaking for themselves and their experience with

the programs, were more prone to say that the program made it easier to

discuss the emotions and feelings related to death. Ibis result may in part

he attributable to some teachers' greater willingness to say that they

found the theme of death generally difficult to tackle in discussion.

According to teachers' reports students "liked" both versions equally

well, yet there remain some interesting differences in student response.

Fewer version 2 classroom observers reported the teacher as the dominant

influence in the discussion. Twenty-nine per cent (29%) of the version 2

classrooms were reported at the two most extreme values of the teacher end

of a six point "teacher dominated-student dominated" discussion scale.

In contrast, 37% of the short version (version 1) classrooms were reported

as teacher-dominated. Bolstering this finding, teachers report that the

children viewing version 2 understood the program better and were more

involved in the discussion than the children who saw version 1. The version

2 children were also reported by their teachers as somewhat more ill-at-

ease than the version 1 watchers, a plausible enough result given the

highly charged nature of the program's subject.

Living With Love.

Like "In My Memory," the lengthier version of "Living With Love"

provoked somewhat less participation in discussion than did the short
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version. More children took part in the discussion following the version

lacking the pointed ending: 62% of the version 1 classrooms had partici-

pation rates of 60% or higher as opposed to 45% of the version 2 classrooms.

Again, as in the case of "In My Memory," the classroom observers

report the teachers in long version classrooms in the aggregate as somewhat

more relaxed. About 10% more of the version 2 teachers than version I fell

into the two most extreme (relaxed) categories of a six point "tense-

relaxed" scale. leathers in both groups were equally able to come to grips

with the central content of the program as measured by the "avoidance-

engagement" scale.

Although, by the teachers' account, pupils viewing and discussing

each version were, in general, equally favorable to the program, version 2

students were both slightly more at ease and slightly less involved in the

discussion than their version 1 counterparts. Thirty per cent (30%) of

the long version classrooms were described as "very comfortable" in

discussion of "Living With Love" feelings and emotions, compared to 13t

for the short version. Thirty two per cent (32%) of the version 2 class-

rooms were less involved in the discussion than usual compared to 7% for

version 1 classes.

Perhaps as a result of the higher degree of involvement of the short

version classes, teachers of these classes felt that their students

understood the meaning of the program more than the version 2 classes.

Two-thirds of the version I teachers claimed that their classes "clearly

understood" the program; version 2 teachers made the same claim only one-

third of the time. (This difference is statistically significant at the

.10 level, X2 test.)
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Not only did version 1 classes understand better, but the teachers

regarded version 1 as rather more helpful in leading into a discussion of

the key feelings and emotions. Sixty per cent (6n%) of the version 1

teachers said the program made it "much easier" to discuss the relevant

feelings; for version 2, the comparable figure is 26%.

:lust I, May I.

The degree of student participation in discussion provoked by the

alternate versions of "Must I, }WI" is equal. This is in contrast to

"In my Memory" and "Living With Love" where the augmented version had a

lower participation rate than the unadorned version.

For this program, teachers were more likely to come to grips with

the program theme following a viewing of version 2 than version 1.

Seventy three per cent (73%) of the version 2 teachers and only 46% of

the version 1 teachers were found at the two most extreme values (engagement

end) of the six-point "avoided subject-engaged subject" scale.

Teachers tended to dominate the discussion less with the alternate

version. For version 1, 38.4% of the classrooms were reported by observers

as a 5 or a 6 on a six-point teacher domination scale. For version 2, the

corresponding statistic is 26.6%. This jibes nicely with the report by the

teachers that 44% of the version 2 classrooms were more involved than

ordinarily in the post-viewing discussion. The figure for the version 1

classrooms is 25%.

At the same time that teachers are indicating greater student

involvement in discussion, they also report that the shorter version of

the program 1.) promotes greater ease among the students, 2.) is liked by
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the students more, and 3.) is understood more by the students.

Summary.

The differences between versions as reflected in the reports of the

observers and the questionnaire responses of teachers are equivocal taken

as a whole, although certain tendencies are quite clear.

1.) In two out of three cases, the alternate ending version was

associated with lower student participation rates. A larger percentage

of students took part in the discussions following the short version.

In the third case ("Must I, May I") there was no difference in

participation rates.

2.) Teachers were clearly less tense, according to the classroom

observers, in discussing version 2 than in discussing version I.

3.) Although the proportion of students participating in discussion

is lower with 2 than with 1, teachers play a less prominent role in

the version 2 discussion.

4.) !ccording to the teachers, students "like" both versions equally

well. In the teachers' view, the short version of "Living Ifith Love"

and "Must I, May I" arc "understood" better than the extended version.

The opposite is the case for "In my Memory."

S.) Teachers report that students arc less at ease in discussion

following version 2 of "In T ey Memory" and ' ^ lust I, 'lay I," and more

at ease following version 2 of "Living With Love."

6.) For all three programs, higher proportions of version 1 than

version 2 teachers see the program as a help in discussing the

particular feelings central to the program.
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Comment.

For all three dual version programs, the alternate ending versions

put the teachers more at ease and give the students a larger role in

directing the discussion.

For two of the three programs ("Living With Love" is the exception)

students are reported by their teachers as more involved in the discussions

than their version 1 counterparts and, as a consequence, the discussions

run considerably longer. For these same two programs teachers report

that their version 2 students are less at ease in discussion. This is

very likely a result of their higher involver.ient and is consistent with

the concept of the series. For "In My Memory" and "Must I, May I" the

alternate ending appears to be a significant asset. The "tag" at the

end apparently provided otherwise untrained, uncoached teachers and

students the base from which to launch a significant discussion. A

thorough and wide-reaching utilization and training program may eliminate

the advantage provided by the alternate versions of these two programs.

"Living With Love," version 2, also sets the teacher more at ease

and permits the students a larger role in shaping the discussion.

However, the students are reported as being less personally involved in tilt,

ensuing discussion, and the discussions themselves are shorter for

version 2 than version 1. This result, inconsistent with the findings on

the other two alternate programs, may be due either to the nature of C.e

production (e.g., it is much less narrative than "In My Memory" and inst

I, May I") or to peculiarities of the particular classroms which were

designated to view "Living With Love." le are inclined to think the anm,a1

results from a combination of these two factors.
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LENGTH OF nisaissioN BY PROGRAM

The median length of the post-program discussions was approximately

15 minutes. The programs differed considerably in the amount of discussion

they stimulated or rather, in the amount of discussion they were permitted

to stimulate by the classroom teacher. The longest discussions are

associated with "Names Will Never Hurt," the shortest with "In !y Memory,"

version 1 (short). Seventy four percent (74%) of the classrooms viewing

"Names Will Never )hart" held discussions lasting longer than fifteen

minutes; the comparable figure for "In My Memory," version 1, is 19%. 1110

augmented version of "In My Memory" was accompanied by somewhat longer

discussions--over half of the discussions (57%) lasted beyond 15 minutes.

A similar, although lesser, difference nay be noted between the two

versions of Must I, May I." While 35% of the discussions of the short

version lasted past 15 minutes, 41% of the alternate version lasted that

long.

The differences between the two versions of "Living With Love" were

in the opposite direction. The shorter version produced lengthier

discussions than the augmented version. Forty-seven percent (47%) of the

short version discussions went past 15 minutes; 34% of the long version

discussions went past the 15 minute mark.

"How Do You Show," available in only one version, produced relatively

short discussion periods; 23% exceeded 15 minutes compared to the across-

program average of 43%. Only 6% of these discussions were beyond 20

minutes. Over one-fourth (26.4%) of all discussions following all progr.=,1

exceeded 20 minutes.
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In summary, longer discussions are associated with the alternate

ending versions of "In My Memory" and "Must I, flay I." The alternate form

of "Living With Love" was followed by shorter discussions than the version

minus the "tag." "Names Will Never Hurt" and "How Do You Show" were

followed by the longest and shortest discussions, respectively, of all the

programs.

Although the nature of the evaluation design precludes any straight-

forward attribution of causality, the data presented above (and in table

form on the following page) in combination with knowledge of the programs

themselves, are suggestive of a pattern. The two alternate versions (of '

My !'lemory" and "Must I, May I") relative to their counterparts, and "Names

Never Hurt" relative to all programs and versions of programs are more

successful in generating discussions. These three programs share two

things: first, they are each conceptually complex and, second, each has a

fairly didactic closing sequence. The remaining programs, "How Do You Show"

(without a didactic close) and "Living With Love" are both conceptually

simple. Given this simplicity, "flow Do You Show" generated short discussions

and "Living With Love" was not improved by the alternate ending.

The implication is that for complex programs (whether or not they

deal with "sensitive" topics), some fairly overt ending which defines the

issues is likely to facilitate discussion. Less difficult programs are

not helped by such endings and may even be slightly harmed.
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2.3 I 4.5 I 5.2 1 1.0 1 2.6 1 3.9 1 1.6 2.9

1- -1 I1-
8 I

-1-
5 I9 6 I 6 I 5 1 5 6 50

18.0 1 16.0 i 10.0 1 12.0 I 12.0 I 10.0 I 10.0 12.0 16.1

14.1 1 17.0 1 15.6 1 26.1 i 20.0 I 10.0 1 15.6 18.7
2.9 2.6 I 1.6 1 1.9 I 1.9 I 1.6 I 1.6, 1.9

- -1 -1- I- I 1-

12 2 1 0 1 3 1 5 .1 9 1 4 3 39

31.6 5.3 I 0.0 I 7.9 I 13.2 1 23.7 I 10.5 7.9 12.3

18.7 4.3 I 0.0 I 13.0 1 16.7 I 18.0 1 12.5 9.4
3.9 0.6 I 0.0 1 1.0 I 1.6 I 2.9 1 1.3 1.0

1- -- -I I- 1 I

26 1 I 1 I 4 I 3 I 3 .1 2 4 44

59.1 2.3 I 2.3 1 9.1 1 6.8 1 6.8 I 4.5 9.1 14.2

40.6 2.1 1 3.1 I 17.4 1 10.0 I 6.0 I 6.3 12.5
8.4 0.3 1 0.3 I 1.3 I 1.0 I 1.0 1 0.6 1.3

I -1 I I- !-

64 47 32 23 30 50 32 32 310

20.6 15.2 10.3. 7.4 9.7 16.1 10.3 10.3 100.0

*Timclaps: Length of discussion

Prognum: Program. A "1" prior to the title indicates a short version. A "2" indicates an alternate

ending version.
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ST J L4RY OF TAPE RECORDED INTERVIEWS 'VT.TI f S( :! TOOL CI II WREN

The following are salient points which were gleaned from tape

recorded conversation with 3rd and 4th grade children in the Pittsburgh

Public Schools and in the North Allegheny School District, north of

Pittsburgh. The programs shown were "How Do You Show...," "In ny memory,"

' "lust I, May I," and "Put Names Will Never Hurt." The programs were

shown in pairs; "How Do You Show..." wi th "In my Hemory," and "Must 1, '!ay

I" with "But Names Will Never Hurt." TWo classes, a 3rd and a 4th, saw

each pair in the North Allegheny school nistrict. In Pittsburgh, a 4th

grade class watched "But Names Will Never Hurt," and a 3rd grade class

watched "In My Memory."

The condensed versions of these conversations are included as an

appendix to this report. These conversations differ from the other

classroom observations included in this report in that the teachers were

not involved and an attart was made to make the discussions as little

observer-directed as possible. The conversations were held with small

groups of children (4 to 7) in a spot isolated from the rest of the

class. Groups were mixed; some were all boys, some all girls, and some

mixed.

It should be remembered that students registered their comments on

the tape recorder directly after viewing the programs, and without the

benefit of a classroom discussion. The results of these interviews, then,

should provide both an indication of the strength of "Inside/Out" programs

in the event of poor classroom discussion or the absence of classroom

discussion, and an indication of what teachers should clarify for their
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students in discussion.

'hest I, :':ay I.

The most intelligent children in these discussion groups got the message

of this program with little difficulty, but those of average or less

intelligence Chased upon the discussion leaders subjective impressions) had

some difficulties.

Nany of the children missed the point that the program was about

seeking and accepting the proper amount of responsibility in the process of

growing up. They gathered that the little boy had too little to do, and the

girl had too much. But they tended to moralize about this situation: the

little boy shouldn't talk back to his mother, the girl shouldn't complain or

shirk her responsibilities, the two should change places for a while to see

how they like it.

Most children failed to see that the little boy rebelled against his

mother because he wanted more responsibility. They characterized him as

spoiled, lazy, and unappreciative.

Many children thought that because the two stories went on simultaneously

the two children were going to meet. The excessive noise and traffic in the

city and the frequent mention and use of bicycles led them to believe an

accident was going to occur, perhaps involving both children. Several said

that for a long time they thought they were watching a "safety film."

The movement back and forth between the girl's and boy's story annoyed

some children, but most understood the purpose of this technique. ost all

the children understood that the little boy was happy to be asked to deliver

a prescription, but some criticized him for not being more careful with the
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package. Many children also thought the little boy intended to steal

something in the drugstore.

There was some confusion about where the little girl's mother was,

although this was verbalized in the program.

But Names rill !:ever Hurt.

!lost children have little difficulty grasping what this program is

all about. They can relate the story, remember fine details, and with

probing can realize that both boys display prejudice at some point in the

program. They also understand that prejudice is more than just dislike for

someone, and that it involves classes of people. The problems which we

discovered with this program are problems of detail.

First, the children cannot relate flag burning, marching in the

streets, and other such historic examples of prejudice to their own

experience. These scenes do not make an impact, and lend some minor

confusion.

There is some confusion as to where Mark lives and what his nationality

is: France, America, Ohio...? There is also some confusion about the two

parts of Ottawa and where Mark has gone when he is in Hull.

It is unclear whether the French-Canadians in Hull do not speak

English to ?lark out of inability, misunderstanding, or prejudice. If this

ambiguity was intended, there is no problem. If a clear message was

intended, it was not received.

In My Memory.

"In my Memory" is a very moving production. Both teachers and students

watch closely and many children and their teachers come close to tears.
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However, when discussing the program afterward, the children tend not to

verbalize their feelings too well. 'lost commonly, they say that they arc

sad, and they relate experiences nhout grandparents or pets who have died.

Although they can obviously feel ;.,(1ness, and state that .they are sad,

they have difficulty abstracting experience and suggesting how one

ought to deal with death. Many do remember, however, that the mother in

the program said that the dead live in our memories.

With enough probing, the children remember the father's analogy

relating the life process to the flower, and the mother's statement that

it is all right to cry together. It may be the case that at this age

children have not really learned to repress feelings of sadness, so that

the program is merely a reaffirmation of their behavior.

Boys are critical of this program because they feel that it lacks

action. This is especially true of boys who previously viewed "row Do

You Show." Both boys and girls sometimes criticize the program because

it is too somber, and there is too much crying.

The father's heard did not arouse much comment, though several

children did not care for it.

The children feel that a ten year old should know more about death

and should realize that Grandma will never return. It is perhaps for this

reason that some of the children believe that Linda is 7 or 8 rather than

10 or 11.

Teachers have their own criticism of "In Ny Memory." They feel that

it leaves the impression that only old people die, and thus fails to give

a true picture of the reality of death.
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How Do You Show.

This is a very popular program, especially with little boys, because

of the action and excitement it contains. But the message gets through

only with difficulty, and sometimes not at all. Although the theme song is

catching and the meaning obvious to adults, children tend not to remember

the words, or if they do, not to relate the words to the events in the

program.

The children do not catch the title, which further hinders under-

standing of the program. In fact, the discussion leaders also missed the

title. In the print used for the tests, it must have been absent or

obscure for some reason.

Some of the girls like this program as well as the boys, but others

have difficulty relating to it at all. Unfortunately, a conversation with

five girls which best illustrates this point was lost due to a malfunction

of the tape recorder. But the gist of the lost conversation was that the

girls didn't like the program because: boys shouldn't fight, they shouldn't

go through the cemetery, they shouldn't play in garbage cans, they shouldn't

eat cake when their mother told them not to, and little girls don't like

baseball. Thus, for a certain segment of the population of 3rd and 4th grade

girls, this program is "male chauvinist."

If this program is to achieve effectiveness along with its popularity,

something must be done to clearly alert the children at an early stage

that this is a program about expressing feelings.
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